Volvo s80 radio replacement

ISO T cable for Volvo cars made before Fits , , , S70 S For cars with standard sound systems.
Fitted behind the car radio. This cable is used in conjunction with an ISO Mute harness supplied
with the hands-free car kit. Use when fitting handsfree car kits. ISO T cable for Volvo cars made
after Fits V70 S70 S60 S Fitted under the drivers seat. Does not cut out centre speaker if fiited to
car. Also fits Jaguar XK8 ISO T cable for Volvo cars with basic audio system. Not Premium
sound. Not for cars with Alpine Premium sound amplified systems. For cars with Premium
sound systems. Special relay to mute audio when reversing to allow parking tones to be heard
clearly. This relay is designed for aftermarket radio fittings where a parking sensor retention
interface has been fitted. This relay will use a positive reverse gear signal to mute the new head
unit, so when the car is reversing the radio is silent and the parking tone interface can be heard
clearly. Volvo V70 radio replacement adapter cable, allows the fitting of an aftermarket car
stereo upgrade by adapting the original Volvo connectors to standard aftermarket ISO
connectors. For Volvo cars with premium sound and Dolby Pro-Logic systems. Volvo 6 pin Din
plug Audio interface with a high quality 4 channel adjustable line out put for connecting cars
with OEM amplifiers to the ISO connectors of an aftermarket car radio. For Volvo cars with 6 pin
Din pre-amp socket at the back of the radio. Volvo head-unit 6 pin Din plug audio interface with
high quality 4 channel adjustable line output for connecting cars with OEM amplifiers to the ISO
connectors of an aftermarket car radio. For Volvo cars with 6 pin Din pre-amp socket as well as
the grey and green connectors at the back of the radio. Amplifier bypass cable for Volvo XC90
cars. Allows you to connect a new aftermarket radio directly to the cars speakers after
bypassing the original amplifier. Also use to convert any Din cable to ISO. Volvo antenna to
male DIN car aerial antenna adapter cable. This cable adapts from the original grey Volvo
antenna connector in the car to a standard aftermarket DIN antenna connector, this is used
when fitting an aftermarket stereo upgrade. Volvo radio antenna antenna cable adapter for cars
with Volvo grey antenna connector. Used on cars made between and Volvo Double Fakra radio
antenna cable adapter for converting the original car cable to use with aftermarket head units.
Volvo XC90 FM radio antenna cable adapter for converting the original car cable to use with
aftermarket head units. This adapter is 5 meter length. Use when changing the radio in an XC
Hard wired universal FM modulator interface to add an aux in to a cars existing FM radio
system. Volvo V70, S60 Rear Parking sensor interface module. Also for XC90 models onwards
This units maintains the car's parking beepers. When you remove the original radio you will
lose the cars reversing parking aid beepers. This interface allows you to add a rear and front
camera to the OEM monitor of a to onward Volvo car with Sensus technology. It adds active
parking lines and integrates with the cars parking sensors to provide a visual parking display.
This interface allows you to add a rear and front camera to the OEM monitor of a to Volvo car
with a 9 inch vertical screen. The CANbus interface and radio adapter cable is plug and play, it
is used to connect an aftermarket stereo upgrade and retain the use of the volume, track skip
and phone buttons from the steering wheel with the new radio. The CANbus interface will also
provide ignition, illumination, reverse gear, speed pulse and handbrake output signals to the
new stereo. Provides CANbus outputs. Includes Ignition , speed pulse, reverse, handbrake and
illumination signals. This model has loose wires for connection to the cars CAN bus.. It does
not drive the audio ans the cars amplifier needs to be bypassed. Speaker adapter rings to allow
the fitting of mm aftermarket speakers to various Volvo cars. These grills allow you replace the
cars original speakergrills. If needed use with panels Volvo Front door adapters for mm
speakers. These panels allow you replace the cars original speakers with new improved quality
aftermarket speakers. Volvo Front door for mm speakers. Volvo V70 Front door for mm
speakers. Front door car speaker adapter panels for mm speakers. Suitable for a pair of
speakers. Fits many different cars. Volvo Speaker adapter cables used to connect aftermarket
speakers to the original connector in the car without cutting the harness. Volvo S60, V70 and
XC70 - car radio fascia adapter panel to allow the fitting of an aftermarket single or double DIN
car stereo upgrade. This pocket and facia trim allows you to change the original radio in the car
to a single DIN aftermarket version. Replacement car audio facia to enable you to change the
original radio in the car to a double DIN aftermarket version. Replacement car audio fascia to
enable you to change the original radio in the car to a Double DIN aftermarket version.
Replacement car audio facia to enable you to change the original radio in the car to a Single or
Double DIN aftermarket version. This fascia kit is supplied with side mounting brackets for an
easy fit and gives a flush mount finish. No cage kit is required. Volvo C70, S60, V70 and XC70
car radio fascia adapter panel to allow the fitting of an aftermarket single or double din car
stereo upgrade. Complete base plate for numberplate with built in camera. Reverse view camera
for Volvo earlier models XC90, S80, C70 cars to fit in place of the rear number plate light. Whilst
we do our best to make sure our product compatibility listings are as accurate as possible,
there may still be exceptions. Different vehicle shapes, such as saloon, estate, coupe, may

require different number plate cameras. Please check that the image of the camera matches the
existing number plate light on the vehicle. Reverse view camera for various Volvo cars to fit in
place of the rear number plate light. Reverse view camera for Volvo XC60 Onwards cars to fit in
place of the rear number plate light. Universal rear view camera and monitor kit. Complete
stereo upgrade fitting kit to install a single or double din aftermarket radio and retain the use of
the steering wheel controls and original amplifier in a Volvo V70 - car. Replacement rear view
mirror with a built in monitor for reverse camera and video input. When not using the video
input the mirror works as normal. An additional mounting adapter is needed. This monitor
comes with a universal window mount M-K06 which securely attaches the monitor to the
vehicles windscreen. Clip over rear view mirror monitor for reverse came display. Ideal for
reverse camera use. Rear view window mount Monitor designed to fit instead of the rear view
mirror in panel vans. A self adhesive fixing pad is attached to the windscreen and then the
monitor is attached to this. Although we may have cables to fit the Double Din unit to your car
there is either no facia conversion kit available, it is impossible to do or you will need
professional engineers to adapt your dashboard. This car already has a mm high double din
hole size and so no facia is needed. Use the cage kit that is supplied with the aftermarket
head-unit. If no cage kit is supplied use Although we may have cables to fit the Single Din unit
to your car there is either no facia conversion kit available, it is impossible to do or you will
need professional engineers to adapt your dashboard. A head unit install is not yet possible in
this vehicle. Skins expert sound deadening 7 x sheets 0. Aluminium foil, polymer layer on butyl
rubber base. Toggle navigation. Unfortunately, there were no matches for. Please try a new
search. Speaker iso cable extension cable 5m 5m speaker iso cable extension cable. Stock
code: Add to cart More info. Power iso cable extension cable 5m 5m Power iso cable extension
cable. Reverse gear radio mute relay Special relay to mute audio when reversing to allow
parking tones to be heard clearly. Fits various Volvo cars. Volvo D. Fakra C30 Aerial adapter to
din plug Volvo Double Fakra radio antenna cable adapter for converting the original car cable to
use with aftermarket head units. Volvo XC90 roof antenna to male din plug Volvo XC90 FM radio
antenna cable adapter for converting the original car cable to use with aftermarket head units.
Universal FM modulator interface for aux in Hard wired universal FM modulator interface to add
an aux in to a cars existing FM radio system. Add rear camera to Volvo with 9 inch vertical OEM
monitor This interface allows you to add a rear and front camera to the OEM monitor of a to
Volvo car with a 9 inch vertical screen. Volvo steering wheel control interface and radio adapter
cable Steering wheel control interface and adapter cable for Volvo S60, V60, V70 and XC70 cars.
Stock code: VOL Volvo , , , , speaker adapters Speaker adapter rings to allow the fitting of mm
aftermarket speakers to various Volvo cars. Stock code: G. Volvo speaker Cable adapter pair
Volvo Speaker adapter cables used to connect aftermarket speakers to the original connector in
the car without cutting the harness. This fascia is a dark grey single din adapter panel. This
fascia is a matt black adapter panel. For double din installation the central bar of the fascia
needs to be cut out. This fascia is a flush fit dark grey adapter panel. Stock code: AK-LR Stock
code: CA Stock code: CA-T Stock code: CA-U Volvo reverse view camera LED Bulb Reverse
view camera for various Volvo cars to fit in place of the rear number plate light. Universal push
fit rear camera and monitor kit Universal rear view camera and monitor kit. Volvo V70 single and
double din stereo fitting kit with steering control interface Complete stereo upgrade fitting kit to
install a single or double din aftermarket radio and retain the use of the steering wheel controls
and original amplifier in a Volvo V70 - car. Stock code: FK Stock code: M Stock code: MU. Stock
code: M-RVM Stock code: M-S5. Windscreen mount 5 inch Monitor for rear view camera's Rear
view window mount Monitor designed to fit instead of the rear view mirror in panel vans.
Includes a cable cover. No Double Din Facia Available Although we may have cables to fit the
Double Din unit to your car there is either no facia conversion kit available, it is impossible to do
or you will need professional engineers to adapt your dashboard. DIN Facia is needed This car
already has a mm high double din hole size and so no facia is needed. No Single Din Facia
Available Although we may have cables to fit the Single Din unit to your car there is either no
facia conversion kit available, it is impossible to do or you will need professional engineers to
adapt your dashboard. Head unit install not yet possible A head unit install is not yet possible in
this vehicle. Stock code: no-install. Skins Expert Sound deadening 7 sheet pack Skins expert
sound deadening 7 x sheets 0. Stock code: SK-7RP. See the Back button â€” blue bar at the
very top of the page â€” to explore more. Add your complaint? Swapped battery at O'reilly's
auto parts. All manufacturer safety protocols followed. Dim is also fried. Add Complaint. The
radio was the only device that was working. The following message was displayed SRS-airbag
service urgent. I have noticed a difference on my brake pedal that it does not respond as well as
it use too there is a short delay when stepped on. At times the following message would appear
frequently alarm needs servicing. My S80 T6 stalls in traffic and loses power while driving.

Whenever I stop at a traffic light, I'll have to step harder on the accelerator in order to avoid the
vehicle behind me from hitting my car. I have called Volvo and was told the problem is ETM but
has been replaced on my car according to their records. I have taken the car to the dealership
and had different components tested out and fixed but that did not solve the problem. I was
driving along a busy street, when I came to a stop sign the brakes where hard to push, when I
finally stopped the car, you could still fill the car trying to move forward I took my foot of the
brakes and the car sped up on it's on reaching close to 40 mph again I was barely able to stop
the car do to a stiff brake pedal. I put the car in park and shut it off, once I restarted the car it
was sputtering and wouldn't idle correctly every time I put the car in gear it would shut off now
I'm getting an error message that says service engine system urgent. On April 21,
approximately am, my vehicle failed in accelerating power suddenly while driving. In addition,
my vehicle jerk, skip, and shook uncontrollably. I had my car towed to my personal repair shop
reputable Volvo service, Inc. He tells me that only the Volvo dealer would be the only repair
service to replace this part due to the software program that included. So, once again, the car
was towed the authorize Volvo dealer. The diagnostic here is the same, the throttle module
needs to be replaced. There was a recall on this part, along with other parts. I was not informed
about this through the dealer but through research of my own. The service manager tells me
that I would have to contact Volvo manufacturer to see rather they would honor the recall of the
replacement of this part. I contact the manufacturer and spoke with Mrs. Marilyn and Mrs. Jan
and I was told that this part was past the warranty but they would honor the software update for
this part. Also the engine cooling fan recall is still open but I have already had this part and
labor done at my own expense due to the fact that I was not aware of the recalls. In other words
I shouldn't have to pay for a part plus labor that was defective in production. I should be
extended the same recall conditions that other Volvo owners were able to received. Volvo Inc
knows exactly what cars received their recall parts replacement and also which cars did not
through their VIN number. Of course they would extend the software update program because
it's less expensive. Please assist me. The contact owns a Volvo S When the contact arrived
home, she noticed smoke under the hood of the vehicle. Flames were present soon after. The
fire department arrived and extinguished the fire. Everything under the hood was melted. A
firefighter stated that it appeared to be an electrical fire. A report was filed. There were no
injuries. The contact stated that she will call Volvo and file a claim. The failure mileage was ,
While driving at an unknown speed, the contact noticed smoke and pulled the vehicle off the
road. He opened the hood and noticed flames. He was unsuccessful at extinguishing the fire
and called the fire department, who stated that the cooling fan caused an electrical fire. The
contact's mechanic informed him of a recall regarding the cooling fan. The failure and current
mileages were 78, Two years ago, I had my vehicle serviced when it began surging forward
when idling, even when I was braking. Now, just short of two years later, I am having exactly the
same problem again. As I am coming to a stop, my vehicle will suddenly and unexpectedly
surge forward, even when my foot is on the brake. I am petrified that I am going to strike the
back of another vehicle before I can arrange to get my car in for service. Further, when I put my
car in park or use the ac system, my car comes to a near stall and just lurches all over the place.
It simply cannot maintain an even idle when in park. Last week, for the first time, I became
aware of the November recall concerning etms. This led me to look at my old service records,
since I was having the same frightening problem that I had two years ago. Sure enough, there it
was again - "customer states at idle revs up and surges. This is an extremely serious matter and
my vehicle simply is not safe to drive. It "surges" forward and the lights dash and headlights
fade - vehicle stalls with no power steering or power brakes. Now is inoperable. The ball joint,
driver side window motor, sunroof switch were replaced. Numerous bulb replacements and
replacement of mass flow sensor. The cooling fan malfunctioned. The power steering failed. The
vehicle will completely shut off while driving. The cruise control was inconsistent, the vehicle
would loose power with the cruise activated. The electronic doors malfunctioned, the fob does
not always open the door and at times when closing the driver side door. Erratic throttle post 10
minutes of drive, much acceleration, not enough acceleration, hesitation, backfires lean. Gets
stuck 2nd gear. Cel on. Cruise control is lost and cannot be turned back on. Obdii pcodes
stored Subsequent continued driving results in the second code pending or permanent. The
remaining codes will be added in pairs. First dealer reports I have 18 codes but factory vadis
indicates can only store 15 codes maximum. Second dealer reports needs complete
transmission. No attempt to solve complaints by dealer, contacted Volvo customer service and
they declined to discuss problems, they declined any further involvement. I am retired ase
master mechanic, service manager, and sae member, this is not a transmission issue but
caused by the erratic actions of the throttle body system and module. Transmission passes all
conventional tests. Results stuck in gear can be corrected by cycling the ignition switch off and

back on. This can be done by pulling to the side of the road and stopping to cycle the key or
traffic permitting placing in neutral and restarting and then back to drive. No observed failures
above 65 mph. Tsb send wrong signals to "network" are translated as instructions resulting in
poor fuel consumption, high emissions, abnormal wear and tear on transmission, ignition
switch, starter, and related components for normal operation, plus a dangerous driving
condition. I want to add my documentation about the failure of the throttle module and
subsequent lack of appropriate action. The unit in the Volvo S80 failed to bring the car to a
complete halt in traffic in December If Volvo sent out a notice for ETM repair refunds last winter,
I did not receive it despite living at the same address as when I purchased the vehicle in Dec I
also want to call your attention to the increasing problem with the dstc system as evidence by
activity in the chat rooms. The cause of the ABS unit failure? I've also had to replace the ball
joints several times already. Yr Volvo S80 2. Two safety related complaints follow: 1. I have to
unhook the battery to reset. Common problem from looking at internet forums. This occurred
after the mysterious electrical malfunction described above. The dealer wants a fee to reset and
check the airbag function. This is also common from looking at internet forums. I think the
dealers should be made to fix these problems free of charge. June 13, Car lost power on I in
Ohio. Time - pm; conditions clear. Vehicle dropped into "limp home mode" requiring that we
drive in the breakdown lane to the nearest exit which was about 8 miles. Vehicle speed was
about 20 mph max. Neither my wife nor I knew what was happening at the time. We were able to
find a motel and had the car towed to the nearest Volvo dealership for repairs the next day. Car
repairs included an ETM, throttle body, the main control module part , various diagnostic tests
and software downloads. Time constraints necessitated our returning to Connecticut by the
next day so we ended up leaving the car and obtaining a rental. The dealership finished the
repairs and had the car driven to us a couple of days later. A good part of the repair costs were
absorbed by Volvo, however we did pay some. The reason for this complaint is concern for my
wife's safety. We have since learned that these repairs do not permanently solve this problem.
The car now has 95, miles on it - about 35, more miles since the original failure. I have been
having problems with my Volvo S80 hesitating as if it's not getting any gas when first beginning
to drive it everyday. I have complained about this problem since purchasing this vehicle but the
Volvo repair shop have not been able to fix the problem and they say they do not know what the
problem is. Also my check engine light, stc light, and ABS light keeps coming on. I have also
noticed that when these lights come on my car becomes hard to steer sometimes. After
checking into this problem I have found that many other Volvo S80 's built around the same
time as mine are having the same problems. I have complained about my car suspension
making weird noises since having this vehicle and the Volvo repair shop says they can not find
any thing wrong but when enquiring with others who own Volvo S80's, built around the same
time as mine, many are saying they are having this problem also. The below information asks
for an incident date but the problem with my Volvo S80 hesitating and being hard to steer occur
often probably over times. Both times was able to restart car after coasting to shoulder. One
other time as well, date not noted. These are the same symptoms as reported under complaint
PE involving the electronic throttle control module ETM. In July , I noticed the car surging,
particularly at highway speeds. It cut off, giving a message of "reduced performance" but no
"check engine" message. The "reduced performance" message is not listed in the owner's
manual. I was able to drive the car at about 5 mph to a turnoff point. I cut the car off to consult
the owner's manual and it restarted without a problem. I attributed the problem to perhaps faulty
gasoline. On Oct. Fortunately I was able to safely coast across two lanes of traffic to the
emergency lane. When I took the car in for diagnostics to an independent dealer , he said that
the throttle body was bad and directed me to several web sites that discussed the problem and
the class-action lawsuit in California. I pointed out that it has fewer than 60, miles. I have not
taken the car to my local dealer yet. I am appalled that a company that prides itself on safety
would allow people to drive their vehicles knowing that the cars might cut off at any time. It's
blurry like a stomach disorder if you don't find an exact description. In my case it's like the
engine looses power and you can't compensate fast enough by giving more throttle. It's
impossible to meet clutch and throttle no matter what. Now, if you take it really slowly so the
computer manages to react, it's no problem but if you are the slightest to hasty I've been on a
Volvo garage to discuss the matter and I've been treated like an idiot. I know I'm right and they
know they're wrong. It's time to put pressure on Volvo and make them correct their mistake. If
not, in the future, choose another car! I'm saying this although I'm swedish! I have had car
towed to our dealer several times, they keep it for a week, trying to see if the car will stall for
them. We are frustrated with the dealer, will it take a death before there is any action. Can you
please help us? I own a Volvo S80 and have seen some performance problems similar to those
described by vexedvolvo. I recently contacted Volvo since I feel that this type of situation is

unsafe. They never responded to my request, which was for a replacement part, that I would pay
for, that wouldn't fail over time. I have sent them two emails so far with no results. I am a 9-year
Volvo owner and because of the problems they have ignored I fee L Volvo has given up on
trying to make their cars safe and reliable. If I can help with your investigation please let me
know. The car has miles on it. Skip to main content. Related: volvo s60 radio. Include
description. Brand Type. Unbranded 1, Items 1, Genuine OEM Items Aftermarket Branded 13
Items Private Label 2 Items 2. Not Specified 51 Items Custom 3 Items 3. OEM 5 Items 5. Volvo
Items Placement on Vehicle. Left 24 Items Right 24 Items Front 1, Items 1, Rear 57 Items Center
Items Unspecified Length 28 Items Fitment Type. Direct Replacement Items Not Specified Items
Aluminum 4 Items 4. Carpet 1 Items 1. Leather 1 Items 1. Metal Items Plastic Items Mounting
Hardware Included. Yes 22 Items No 31 Items Not Specified 1, Items 1, New 4, Items 4, Used
Items Please provide a valid price range. Buying Format. All Listings. Buy It Now. Item Location.
Canada Only. North America. Delivery Options. Free International Shipping. Free In-store
Pickup. Free Local Pickup. Show only. Free Returns. Returns Accepted. Authorized Seller.
Completed Items. Sold Items. More filters Any Condition New Used. Gallery View Customize.
Find the right parts for your Volvo S Enter Year Tell us about your vehicle to find the right parts
faster. Free returns. Last one. Almost gone. Amounts shown in italicized text are for items listed
in currency other than Canadian dollars and are approximate conversions to Canadian dollars
based upon Bloomberg's conversion rates. For more recent exchange rates, please use the
Universal Currency Converter. This page was last updated: Feb Number of bids and bid
amounts may be slightly out of date. See each listing for international shipping options and
costs. Dismantle the battery to prevent any damage on the radio or airco control unit. Never
remove the cable of the airco control unit, otherwise it could cause error codes and these fault
codes can only be removed by your Volvo dealer. You can remove this penholder with a
flathead screwdriver use a cloth to prevent any damage on the center console. The penholder is
circled in the picture below. The penholder is indicated within the blue circle. Use a flathead
screwdriver and a cloth and gently pull out the cover at the gear shift selector. The torx screws
of the airco control unit can now be seen. Gently remove the cover of the gear lever. Pull back
the cover and the torx screws of the airco control panel will become visible. Put the gear shift
selector in N if your Volvo has an automatic gearbox, or in second gear if your car has a manual
transmission. After you removed the cover two torx screws will become visible. Remove the
screws and gently pull out the airconditioning control unit. After removing the unit there are two
torx-screws visible. Remove the two torx screws and pull out the airco control unit. After
removing the airconditioning control unit two torx-screws deeper in the dashboard will become
visible. If you remove those two screws the radio can be pulled out for removal. After removing
the last two torx screws the radio can be pulled toward you for removal. All done, the radio is
back in its position! You must be logged in to post a comment. Amazon parts book P parts
catalog parts book parts catalog parts manual parts book parts catalog parts catalog parts
catalog. Search for:. By lapri94 , October 26, in Audio and Video. I have a Volvo S80 ,
unfortunately I changed the battery and the radio stopped working. It did not ask for any code. I
have heard about a module but did not understand exactly what is the purpose. The only volvo
dealer in my country closed. Anyone willing to help me?? Thank you very much in advance.
What you need to do now is to check if there are any DTCs error codes. Vida is the Volvo
software that is used by dealerships, the Dice unit is the hardware interface between computer
and car. It is possible to buy non official copies of Vida and Dice from several places on the
internet. Based on which DTCs are set you can find out what is wrong with your car. However if
something is damaged you might have to take the car to an official dealership for repairs. The
radio is made up of several electronic modules which have software on them. Replacing a
damaged module with a used module will, according to Volvo, not work unless the software is
reinstalled on that module. Unless you know someone that has aquired this software only a
Volvo dealership can do this. Thank you very much for your quick reply, yes it exactly look like
the picture. If something is damaged, do you think it is possible to just order the faulty part?
Does replacing a damaged module with a new one works? Thank you very much for yout help. I
live in Tunisia, there are very few volvo cars here. Things are a bit more complicated than just
replacing whatever is damaged. A new module will not work without a software installed at a
dealership. That is the big problem. It could also be that all your modules are okay but the
software broke on one module and needs to be reinstalled. Generally speaking only an official
dealership can do this. Software has to be ordered from Volvo and you can not do this yourself,
Volvo will not sell directly to you. In Vida there is not just one test, several things can be done.
After starting the software and logging in you have to enter what car you have into the software.
Easiest way to do this is by typing your VIN number into the provided boxes at the top. There
are two, one for the first part of the VIN and one for the chassis number. Chassis number is

always the last 6 digits. Very likely the transmission will not have been identified and you will
need to do that. Click on the box and a selection of transmissions that match your engine will
appear. If your car has all wheel drive you need to select the correct option that has "AWD"
listed behind it. Once that is done you can click on the "Diagnostics" Tab. You should be in the
"Vehicle Profile" Tab. When your DiCE unit is connected and the ignition is switched on the
computer will than read your car. This may take a minute. After the computer has read your car
it will show a lot of text in a tab called "Details". Switch from that tab to "Network" which shows
this:. Every grey square is a module. Your car will not have all of these modules. If a module is
grey you do not have it. If it is green it is installed and responding to the computer. Switch to
the "Fault Trace" tab. Now you might see that several modules are coloured orange or red
instead of green. Green means there are no faults detected by the system. Orange means there
were faults at one point but at the moment everything is working. Red means there currently is a
fault. The fault codes will be listed below and tell you exactly what is the problem. It is under the
passenger seat left hand drive car. So modules are optional and not directly responsible for
making the radio sound. However they can cause the radio to not work. You can only have one
of them. The MMM module is for the navigation system. The SUB module was not available for
your car. As you changed the battery you should reinitialise your windows. They have an
automatic up and down function so you only have to press the button once. This function is lost
when disconnecting the battery. To reset the function close the window completely and hold the
close button for a few seconds. Each window has
ac capacitor wiring diagram
chevy service manual
2011 vw jetta tdi fuse diagram
to be initialised. Start new topic. Recommended Posts. Posted October 26, Hello, I have a
Volvo S80 , unfortunately I changed the battery and the radio stopped working. Link to post
Share on other sites. Blockpartie Posted October 26, To be clear, your "radio" looks like this?
The radio should just work. May I ask what country you live in that only had one Volvo
dealership? Blockpartie Posted October 27, Posted October 27, Switch from that tab to
"Network" which shows this: Every grey square is a module. Your radio is made up of several
modules: - The ICM module is the display for the radio, air conditioning and car menues. It is
under the passenger seat left hand drive car So modules are optional and not directly
responsible for making the radio sound. Write down what fault codes DTC the car has. Thank
you very much for your helpful reply, I will order it and check the problem. Archived This topic
is now archived and is closed to further replies. Go to topic listing. Sign In Sign Up.

